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Abstract
Let M; N; R be W -algebras, with R unitally embedded in both M and N: By using
Reduction Theory, we describe the predual ðM %#RNÞ of the W -tensor product M %#RN
over the common W -subalgebra R in the separable predual case. We also analyze the case
when R is a direct sum of full matrix algebras, without any separability assumption. In the
last situation, the predual ðM %#RNÞ is described by the center ZðRMc#NRÞ of the R–R
bimodule RMc#NR; the last one being isomorphic to the predual of M %#N: It is also shown
that such a reduction-free result cannot be extended to the remaining cases.
r 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The structure of W -tensor products over common subalgebras was investigated
in [11]. The tensor product over subalgebras generalizes the usual W -tensor product
M %#N; corresponding to the case when R is the ﬁeld of complex numbers. The main
goal of the paper [11] is to prove the generalization of the celebrated Tomita
Commutation Theorem to the case of tensor products over subalgebras in the full
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generality. If properly interpreted, the commutant assumes the form
ðM %#RNÞ0 ¼ M 0 %#R0N 0;
and reduces itself to Tomita Commutation Theorem when R ¼ C acting on C; see
[11, Section 5.9].
In the case of W -tensor product M %#N; there is an explicit description of the
predual as
ðM %#NÞDMc#N ð1:1Þ
where c# denotes the operator-projective tensor product, see [5,6].1
Notice that (1.1) has several applications to various ﬁelds, see e.g. [1–3,8,9]. In
view of possible application, it is natural to ask for an explicit description of the
predual of the W -tensor product over W -subalgebras, at least in the separable
case.2
In the present paper we describe the structure of the predual of the tensor product
over subalgebras in the case when the last one has separable predual, making use of
Reduction Theory. Relatively to some non-separable cases, we also describe the
structure of the predual ðM %#RNÞ in the case when R is a direct sum of full matrix
algebras. In the last situation, we obtain
M %#RNDðM %#NÞ=S; ð1:2Þ
where SCM %#N is the weak -closed subspace spanned, for every aAM; bAN;
rAR; by elements of the form x ¼ ar#b  a#rb: Accordingly, the predual
is described by the ‘‘center’’ ZðRMc#NRÞ of the R–R bimodule RMc#NR;
the former being the ZðRÞ–ZðRÞ submodule consisting of all elements
FARMc#NR commuting with the left and right action of R: It is also shown
that the reduction-free formula (1.2), suggested by a standard algebraic procedure,
together with the corresponding result about the predual, cannot be extended to the
general situation.
To end the introduction, we report for reader’s convenience, the deﬁnition of the
tensor product over a subalgebra, as well as some preliminary properties already
considered in [11]. From now on, we use gothic characters to denote abstract
algebras (i.e. W -algebras), and usual ones for concrete algebras (i.e. von Neumann
algebras).
Deﬁnition 1. Let IAARCMCA; IAARCNCA be inclusions of W -algebras. The
W -algebra A is said to be the tensor product of M and N over R if
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2Consider for example, Quantized Functional Analysis, or Quantum Field Theory and Quantum
Probability, where most of the involved von Neumann algebras act on separable Hilbert spaces.
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(i) A ¼ M3N;
(ii) for some spatial representation p of A;
pðMÞCpðRÞ3M1; pðNÞCpðRÞ3N1
for commuting type I von Neumann subalgebras M1; N1CpðRÞ0 whose common
center coincides with that of pðRÞ:
In such a situation we write A ¼ M %#RN:
Proposition 1. In the situation of Definition 1, type I von Neumann algebras M1; N1
given in (ii) can be chosen to be homogeneous.
Moreover, if M; N have separable predual, then M %#RN has separable predual too,
and M; N can be separated by type I von Neumann algebras M1; N1 with separable
predual.
Proof. For some spatial representation of A ¼ M %#RN on the Hilbert space H;
we have
RCMCM13R; RCNCN13R;
where M3N is sent onto A ¼ M %#RN; M onto M; N onto N; and R
onto R; respectively. Type I von Neumann algebras M1; N1 are as in Deﬁnition 1.
First of all, we note that we have ZCZðMÞ and ZCZðNÞ; where Z is the common
center of R; M1 and N1: Let A; B be the sets of cardinalities appearing in the
decomposition in homogeneous parts [12, Theorem V.1.27] of M1; N1; respectively.
We have
H ¼M
a;b
Ha#Ha;b#Kb;
where dimðHaÞ ¼ a; dimðKbÞ ¼ b: Accordingly,
R ¼M
a;b
IHa#Ra;b#IKb ; Z ¼
M
a;b
IHa#Aa;b#IKb ;
M ¼M
a;b
Ma;b#IKb ; N ¼
M
a;b
IHa#Na;b;
M1 ¼
M
a;b
BðHaÞ %#Aa;b#IKb ; N1 ¼
M
a;b
IHa#Aa;b %#BðKbÞ:
Looking at any single summand, we have for every aAA; bAB;
IHa#Ra;bCMa;bCBðHaÞ %#Ra;b;
Ra;b#IKbCNa;bCRa;b %#BðKbÞ:
We tensorize on the left and/or on the right by absorbing type I factors
BðHLÞ; BðHRÞ: After taking an ampliation and a spatial isomorphism, we obtain
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the inclusions
IHL# eRC eMCBðHLÞ %# eR;
eR#IHRC eNC eR %#BðHRÞ:
Finally, we ﬁnd that ð eM#IHRÞ3ðIHL# eNÞ is mapped onto A ¼ M %#RN by a
normal unital -isomorphism sending eM#IHR onto M; IHL# eN onto N; and
IHL# eR#IHR onto R; respectively.
If M; N have separable predual, then there exists a splitting representation on a
separable Hilbert space for M %#RN; see [11, Theorem 5.7] for the construction of
such a representation. &
2. The predual of the W -tensor product over subalgebras, separable case
Taking into account Proposition 1, we can start without loss of generality, by the
following inclusions of von Neumann algebras
I1#RCMCBðH1Þ %#R;
R#I2CNCR %#BðH2Þ; ð2:1Þ
where R is acting on BðHÞ: The W -tensor product of M and N over R is described
with a slightly abuse of notation, by
M %#RN ¼ ðM#I2Þ3ðI1#NÞ:
Notice that
I1#ZðRÞCZðMÞ; ZðRÞ#I2CZðNÞ:
Further, if M; N have separable predual, one can choose a representation such
that H1; H; H2 are separable Hilbert spaces.
3
In the last situation, we have a common direct-integral disintegration for all the
involved von Neumann algebras. Namely, there exists a standard measure space
ðG; mÞ such that4
H ¼
Z "
G
HðgÞ dmðgÞ:
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various homogeneous components of M1; N1 appearing in Deﬁnition 1.
4The measure space ðG;mÞ can be realized on sðZðRÞÞ by considering a normal faithful state on ZðRÞ
which always exists in separable case, see [12, Theorem III.1.18].
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Accordingly,
R ¼
Z "
G
RðgÞ dmðgÞ;
M ¼
Z "
G
MðgÞ dmðgÞ;
N ¼
Z "
G
NðgÞ dmðgÞ ð2:2Þ
for measurable ﬁelds of factors fRðgÞggAG on fHðgÞggAG; together with measurable
ﬁelds of von Neumann algebras fMðgÞggAG and fNðgÞggAG on fH1#HðgÞggAG and
fHðgÞ#H2ggAG; respectively, see [12, Theorem IV.8.21]. Moreover,
I1#RðgÞCMðgÞCBðH1Þ %#RðgÞ;
RðgÞ#I2CNðgÞCRðgÞ %#BðH2Þ;
almost surely.
Proposition 2. We have for the tensor product,
M %#RN ¼
Z "
G
MðgÞ %#RðgÞNðgÞ dmðgÞ;
where fRðgÞggAG is the measurable fields relative to the factor disintegration of R, and
fMðgÞggAG; fNðgÞggAG are relative to the disintegration of M, N w.r.t. I1#ZðRÞ;
ZðRÞ#I2; respectively.
Proof. We start by noticing that M %#RN admits a (common) disintegration w.r.t.
I1#ZðRÞ#I2: We have
ðM#I2Þ3ðI1#NÞC
Z "
G
ðMðgÞ#I2Þ3ðI1#NðgÞÞ dmðgÞ:
Namely, if x ¼ ða#I2ÞðI1#bÞ we get xðgÞ ¼ ðaðgÞ#I2ÞðI1#bðgÞÞ almost every-
where. The proof follows by applying repeatedly the Commutation Theorem (see
[11, Section 5.9]) to the analogous computation relative to the commutants. Namely,
ðM %#RNÞ0 ¼M 0 %#R0N 0
C
Z "
G
ðMðgÞ0#I2Þ3ðI1#NðgÞ0Þ dmðgÞ
	
Z "
G
MðgÞ0 %#RðgÞ0NðgÞ0 dmðgÞ
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¼
Z "
G
ððMðgÞ#I2Þ3ðI1#NðgÞÞÞ0 dmðgÞ
¼
Z "
G
ðMðgÞ#I2Þ3ðI1#NðgÞÞ dmðgÞ
 0
: &
By Proposition 2, in order to study tensor products over subalgebras, it is then
sufﬁcient to consider the case when the common subalgebra is a factor.
Lemma 1. Let R given in (2.1), be a factor. Then there exist uniquely determined von
Neumann algebras eMCBðH1Þ; eNCBðH2Þ such that
M ¼ eM %#R; N ¼ R %# eN:
Proof. As R is a factor, we can apply the considerations in the beginning of Section 6
of [11] and conclude that M is isomorphic to the usual tensor product (the tensor
product over the complex ﬁeld) of M4ðBðH1Þ#IÞ and R: Namely, M ¼ eM %#R;
where eM is the unique von Neumann subalgebra of BðH1Þ isomorphic to
M4ðBðH1Þ#IÞ: The proof follows by applying the same analysis to N: &
We are in position to understand the structure of W -tensor products over
subalgebras and relative preduals in separable case.
Theorem 1. Let fMðgÞggAG; fRðgÞggAG; fNðgÞggAG be the measurable fields of von
Neumann algebras appearing in disintegrations (2.2) of M, R; N w.r.t. I1#ZðRÞ;
ZðRÞ; ZðRÞ#I2; respectively. Define f eMðgÞggAGCBðH1Þ and f eNðgÞggAGCBðH2Þ as
the measurable fields of von Neumann algebras such that
eMðgÞ#IðgÞ ¼MðgÞ4ðBðH1Þ#IðgÞÞ;
IðgÞ# eNðgÞ ¼NðgÞ4ðIðgÞ#BðH2ÞÞ
almost surely.
Then we have
M %#RN ¼
Z "
G
eMðgÞ %#RðgÞ %# eNðgÞ dmðgÞ:
Proof. By Proposition 2 and Lemma 1, we conclude that
M %#RN ¼
Z "
G
eMðgÞ %#RðgÞ %#RðgÞRðgÞ %# eNðgÞ dmðgÞ:
The proof follows as RðgÞ %#RðgÞRðgÞ 	 RðgÞ: &
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Notice that Theorem 1 suggests how one can construct all examples of tensor
products over subalgebras, at least in the separable case.
As a corollary, we have the description of the preduals for the separable case.
Corollary 1. In the situation of Theorem 1, we have
ðM %#RNÞ ¼
Z "
G
eMðgÞc#RðgÞc# eNðgÞ dmðgÞ; ð2:3Þ
where c# denotes the operator-projective tensor product between operator spaces given
in [5], and the direct integral in (2.3) is understood as a c1-direct integral.5
Proof. The proof directly follows from Theorem 1, taking into account Theorem 3.2
of [6]. &
3. Some non-separable cases
A case when the considerations of the previous section immediately apply without
any separability assumption, is when ZðRÞ is atomic.
Let feigiAI be the set of minimal projections of ZðRÞ: Accordingly,
R ¼M
iAI
RðiÞ;
where RðiÞ ¼ Rei are factors for each iAI : Deﬁne for iAI ;
pi :¼ I1#ei; qi :¼ ei#I2:
Let fMðiÞgiAICBðH1Þ; fNðiÞgiAICBðH2Þ be the von Neumann algebras
determined as
MðiÞ#ei ¼ Mpi4ðBðH1Þ#eiÞ;
ei#NðiÞ ¼ Nqi4ðei#BðH2ÞÞ:
We report without proof the following
Theorem 2. In the situation described above, we have
M %#RN ¼
M
iAI
MðiÞ %#RðiÞ %#NðiÞ:
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Accordingly,
ðM %#RNÞ ¼
M
iAI
MðiÞc#RðiÞc#NðiÞ; ð3:1Þ
where the direct sum in (3.1) is understood as a c1-direct sum.
The situation when the factors fRðiÞgiAI are all ﬁnite dimensional can be
investigated in detail. We start with some preliminary facts.
Let X be a Banach space with predual X: We denote by 3 the standard
annihilation operation relative to the dual pair ðX; X Þ: Consider a weak -closed
subspace SCX :
Proposition 3. In the above situation, the quotient space X=S is a Banach space with
predual, which is given by
ðX=SÞ ¼ S3:
Proof. By Taylor and Lay [13, Theorem III. 3.3], we get ðS3Þ ¼ X=S33: The proof
follows from the Bipolar Theorem ([13, Theorem III 7.4])) as S is supposed to be
weak -closed. &
Suppose now that M; N; R are W -algebras with normal unital -isomorphic
embedding of R into M and N: To simplify, we identify R with its isomorphic images
into M and N: In such a way, M; N are equipped with a standard R–R bimodule
structure, see [12].
Proposition 4. The predual Mc#N of M %#N is equipped with a M–N bimodule
structure inherited from those of M and N; respectively.
Proof. Let fAMmðMÞ; xAMnðMÞ and aAM: Form the numerical matrix cAMmn
with entries cðikÞ;ð jlÞ :¼ fijðxklaÞ: We have
jjcjjMmnpjj f jjMmðMÞjjxjjMnðMÞjjajjM ;
where jj f jjMmðMÞ is determined by considering M as the operator space predual of
M; see e.g. [4]. Hence, fAMNðMÞ implies a fAMNðMÞ: Accordingly, gAMNðNÞ
implies gbAMNðNÞ: As explained in [6], let F ¼ að f#gÞbAMc#N; where a is a
row-matrix in MN2 ; b is a column-matrix in MN2 ; and fAMNðMÞ; gAMNðNÞ;
respectively. We have
aFb :¼ aða f#gbÞbAMc#N
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with
jjaFbjj
Mb#NpjjajjM jjF jjM b#N jjbjjN :
Namely, Mc#N is a M–N bimodule in a canonical way. &
Taking into account Proposition 4, Mc#N is by restriction, a R–R bimodule.
Let ZðMc#NÞ be the ZðRÞ–ZðRÞ bimodule which is made of all elements F
commuting with the left and right action of R; that is the center of the R–R bimodule
Mc#N: Namely, ZðMc#NÞ is made of all elements satisfying rF ¼ Fr for each
rAR: Consider the weak -closed span SCM %#N of elements of the form ar#b 
a#rb for every aAM; bAN; rAR:
Proposition 5. We have
S3 ¼ ZðMc#NÞ:
Proof. Let F ¼ að f#gÞb (see [6]). It is enough to consider elementary tensors of the
form a#b: We get
rFða#bÞ  Frða#bÞ ¼ að f ðarÞgðbÞÞb að f ðaÞgðrbÞÞb
¼Fðar#b  a#rbÞ;
that is FAS3 iff FAZðMc#NÞ: &
Let feigiAI ; fpigiAI ; fqigiAI be as in the beginning of this section.
Proposition 6. If R is a direct sum of full matrix algebras, then
ZðMc#NÞ ¼M
iAI
eiZðMc#NÞ;
where
eiZðMc#NÞ ¼ ZðpiMc#NqiÞ;
and the direct sum is understood as a c1-direct sum.
Proof. It is straightforward to show that
Mc#N ¼ M
i;jAI
piMc#Nqj :
Let a ¼ pi0aApi0M; b ¼ bqj0ANqi0 ; r ¼ ekrAekR; and FAZðMc#NÞ: Deﬁne
Fk :¼ ek F 	 Fek : We compute
Fðar#bÞ ¼ di0;kdj0;krFkða#bÞ ¼ Fða#rbÞ ¼ di0;kdj0;kF kr ða#bÞ
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which means that eiZðMc#NÞ ¼ ZðpiMc#NqiÞ; and ZðMc#NÞC
"iAI eiZðMc#NÞ: The proof follows by reversing the argument as elements (or
elementary tensor of elements) as above, are topological generators of all involved
von Neumann algebras. &
In order to understand the structure of M %#RN in the situation when R
is a direct sum of full matrix algebras, it is sufﬁcient to consider objects of
the form ðMd#MdÞ=S: By a direct application of Corollary 1.11 and
Proposition 11.2 of [7], we can conclude for the algebraic construction
Md#MdMd [7, 11.1],
ðMd#MdÞ=SDMd#MdMdDMd
as linear spaces. For the convenience of the reader, we brieﬂy make explicit these
computations.
We consider Md#Md as naturally equipped with the euclidean structure
given by
/x; yS :¼ dðTr#TrÞðxyÞ;
together with the duality rule
FxðyÞ :¼ dðTr#TrÞðxyÞ: ð3:2Þ
Here, Tr is the standard trace on Md ; and d is a normalization constant. We
obtain Md#Md ¼ E"E>; where E is the linear span of the orthonormal system
feijgi;j¼1;y;d with
eij ¼ 1
d
Xd
s¼1
eis#esj; ð3:3Þ
feijgi;j¼1;y;d being the system of matrix-units ofMd : The orthogonal complement E>
is spanned by feim#enj  dmneijg; or equivalently by all feim#enj ; mang together
with feim#emj  ein#enjg: It is easy to show that elements of the form given above
belong to S; that is E>CS: As E>S; we conclude that E> ¼ S: Accordingly,
Md#Md ¼ F"F> where F is the linear span of the orthonormal system
fjijgi;j¼1;y;d with
jij ¼
1
d
Xd
s¼1
esi#ejs: ð3:4Þ
It is straightforward to show that, after identifying Md#Md with its predual by
using (3.2),
E3 ¼ F>; ðE>Þ3 ¼ F :
Summarizing, we have the following
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Proposition 7. The following assertions hold true.
(i) Md %#MdMd 	 Md is naturally isomorphic to Md#MdMdDðMd#MdÞ=S as
the former is viewed inside Md#Md as the orthogonal complement E ¼
span feij j i; j ¼ 1;y; dg of S, eij being given in (3.3).
(ii) The center of the Md–Md bimodule Md#Md considered as the predual of itself, is
precisely F ¼ spanfjij j i; j ¼ 1;y; dg; jij being given in (3.4).
All the previous considerations allow us to describe the structure of the W -tensor
product over direct sums of full matrix algebras, as well as its predual.
Theorem 3. Suppose that R ¼"iAI Mdi : Then
M %#RN ¼ ðM %#NÞ=S;
where SCM %#N is the -weakly closed span of all elements far#b  a#rbg; for
every aAM; bAN; rAR: Accordingly,
ðM %#RNÞ ¼ ZðMc#NÞ: ð3:5Þ
Proof. The proof immediately follows collecting together Proposition 7, Theorem 2,
and Propositions 3 and 6. &
4. Outlook
In the present paper we investigated the structure of the predual of the W -tensor
product over W -subalgebras. In order to obtain more readable formulae, we start
without loss of generality, with spatial representations based on homogeneous
splitting type I von Neumann subalgebras. The analysis covers all separable cases
(Section 2), and interesting non-separable ones (Section 3). Formulae (2.3), (3.1) and
(3.5) could have several applications to Functional Analysis and related ﬁelds. All
the results heavily depends on Reduction Theory. However, the case when the
common subalgebra is a direct sum of full matrix algebras, deserves of further
comments. Formula (3.5) for the predual ðM %#RNÞ is reduction-free, even if it is
obtained by reduction. Such a formula is suggested by a standard algebraic approach
(see e.g. [7, Section 11]), where the tensor over a subalgebra is obtained from the
tensor product over the complex ﬁeld, by quotienting w.r.t. a suitable subspace.
Unfortunately, the situation described in Theorem 3 is the only one when M %#RN
can be obtained from M %#N by quotienting w.r.t. the weak -closed subspace
generated by all elements of the form ar#b  a#rb; for every aAM; bAN and rAR:
Indeed, if this is the case, there would exist a normal map of R %#R onto R; sending
a#b in ab: But this means that R cannot contain any non trivial atomless abelian
subalgebra, see [9, p. 126] for a quite similar situation. The last assertion turns out to
be equivalent to the fact that R must be a direct sum of full matrix algebras. In fact,
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one immediately concludes that ZðRÞ is atomic. The last step is to look at any single
summand of the central disintegration of R: They cannot be inﬁnite-dimensional as it
is well-known that any inﬁnite-dimensional factor contains an abelian subalgebra
which is isomorphic to LNð½0; 1; lÞ; l being the Lebesgue measure.
In order to solve the problem, still open, to describe the structure of the predual
for W -tensor product over W -subalgebras, one might follow the strategy to
represent on a common Hilbert space, all the involved W -algebras together with all
the associated non-commutative Lp spaces, see e.g. [10]. In such a way, starting from
MBL1ðMÞ and NBL1ðNÞ; one should check a R–R bimodule X (a suitable
‘‘tensor product’’ between M and N) such that the predual ðM %#RNÞ would the
center ZðXÞ of the bimodule X :
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